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EDITORIAL)

Quick and enthusiastic response to the appeal
of solicitors for funds with which to purchase a
site for a State tuberculosis hospital should give
impetus to plans of the Princeton Hospital Board
to institute a financial campaign for a new general
hospital in Princeton.
In fact, reaction of many individuals asked to
aid the effort to bring the State institution here
was overwhelmingly in favor of pushing the civic
hospital plan now.
So, what are we waiting for?
Princeton has over-subscribed every War Bond
quota. Her citizens have generously responded to
every emergency appeal incident to the war, giving more than has been requested.
Through a steady spread of knowledge of conditions at the old hospital, by means of publicity,
through a statement recently issued by an official
of the State Board of Health, and in numerous
other ways, the people who call Princeton home
have come to recognize the stern fact that what
they have in the way of hospital facilities is far
from adequate to present needs ... and should not
be tolerated longer.
The community is ready now for a financial
campaign to provide a better hospital for Princeton
and Caldwell county. The iron was never so hot.
All that's needed is energetic, sincere leadership
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Cooperative Leadership
Is Needed As Never Before
Several matters of vital importance require attention, of all who would help
Princeton make progress.
In fact, the community is, with many
others of like size and character, at a
major cross-road as we approach a new era
the like of which none now Jiving ever has
experienced.
The Leader has attempted several times
of late to point out how important a stake
the community has in the return of its absent young men and women, gone from
their homes throughout the county into
wartime service of their country.
Every small town suffers, every year, the
loss of young folk it can ill afford to lose,
as th'tse seek larger fields of endeavor. This
is the greatest loss any community suffers.
Today, Princeton stands to take a far greater,loss than ever before if the more than
1,000 young folk away because of the war
do not come home to stay.
Many who have spent their lives here and
for whom the community holds treasured
memories, love Princeton dearly. Yet, in
their complacent habit of living, these
elder citizens, entirely without volition, invite calamity for the place they hold so dear
by not lending themselves and their influence wholeheartedly to the things which
cry aloud to be done, if this town is to be
made attractive and desirable as a place to
live, for the younger folk in whose hands
rests its future.
This is a roundabout way of saying that
never before has Princeton so urgently

needed to put aside its.satisfaction with an
outmoded status quo and unite upon a postwar program of planning which will enable
Princeton to provide at least those things
which a modern conception of values dictates as essential to health, happiness and
a satisfactory life.
Princeton needs now . . . and can have
with the right sort of cooperative effort, a
new hospital.
Sidewalks are woefully inadequate, even
those bordering some of the better homes,
giving poor evidence of civic pride.
We have 1400 persons, inside Princeton,
who are not on a sewer line . . . and thus
tolerate a health menace little short of
criminal.
We harbor and help propagate millions of
flies and mosquitoes with open garbage
receptables and surface toilets.
These are but a few of the things the
younger generation cannot rightly be expected to consider adjuncts of a progressive
and likely spot in which to settle permanently.
Every community is being urged to plan
improvements and work, looking to the day
when our fighting men will be mustered out
and sent home.
There is plenty of such work to be done
here; and the energy and ability also is
available, needing only to be united and inspired for a while to make Princeton the
best town in this section of the State—one
which could keep its young folk and attract others, to take the community forward
into a new and a better tomorrow.

Farm Boys And Girls Are
Making Remarkable Records

•

The war, as more than one optimist has
observed, is not without its good points;
will leave behind its numerous very great
blessings. Not the least of these, certainly,
is the remarkable growth of the 4-H Club
movement in Kentucky.
Figures are not at hand for this growth
during 1944 but the annual report of Dean
Thomas P. Cooper, director of Agricultural
Extension at the College of Agriculture,
Lexington, for the year ended December
31, 1943, are little short of amazing to the
uninitiated.
For, Dean Cooper reports, there were,
last year, 105,825 boys and girls enrolled as
members of -Kentucky 4-H 'Clubs, an increase of 124 percent over the enrollment
of 1942.
Most well informed folk living in agricultural communities like this were aware
that farm boys and girls, eager to do their
full and patriotic part in the war, were
active in all agricultural pursuits for which
they could be used. The full impact of this
wartime activity has not, however, made itself felt upon many town dwellers who,
altho close to the soil, do not come into contact with the meticulously painstaking work
of the Extension agents, in all of its many
ramifications.
Farm boys and girls indntucky started,
in 1943, a total of 88,380-pibjects . . . and
completed 83.4 percent of thfin: Dean Cooper does not claim this is an astounding

Those Little Pigs

Al

One of the mysteries of our time is
myth about little pigs being "plowed under"
back in 1933. The myth persists like the
fairy tale about George Washington and
the cherry tree, although you could dig up
the whole corn belt and not find any little
pigs plowed under.
What happened was that at the plea
Lot farm leaders like Ed O'Neal of the Farm
Bureau and Earl Smith of the Illinois Agricultural Association, the government took
six million little pigs that farmers couldn't
feed and killed them a few months early.
The little pigs provided 100,000,000 pounds
of meat for people on relief. Killing them
also saved 75,000,000 bushels of corn in a
drougth year, so the net result was more
bigger pigs in 1934.

record ... but, Mr. Businessman, how does
your own completion .of attempted "projects" stack up against that of the 4-Hers?
The work-potential of these farm youngsters may be considered fairly constant. It
was there all the time. B,it it took the
world's worst war to producè4he record enrollment and the unprecedented number of
boy-girl projects. It took, also, 7,500 local
volunteer leaders and 3,600 junior leaders.
The 4-H Club members produced and conserved a substantial quantity of food helpful to the war effort, for home use
and for market. They grew 34,816 gardens
from which approximately a million quarts
of food were canned. They produced 772,359
chickens, 4,351,000 pounds of pork, and
2,809,600 pounds of beef. They made or remodeled 54,631 articles of clothing.
Kentucky 4-H Club members participated,
as usual, in the Tri-State Lamb Show, at
Evansville, Ind., and won 10 of the highest
15 awards there.
As we have tried to get over to the readers of these columns, Kentucky has a wonderful and valuable asset in her young
people. Certainly this record of the farm
boys and girls, in a year which brought
them under the most trying and stressful
.Nriod of their lives, is sufficient to prove
that, yv,he,n given proper incentive and leadership, they can and will take this proud old
State forward to new heights of accomplishment.

It was as simple as that. Then Secretary
of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace told all
about it on a national radio program two
years late. But the myth remains so strong
that just a year ago when Gov. Thomas E.
Dewey asked the midwest to kill its pigs so
New York cows could eat corn, he added:
"But I advocate that you eat them instead
of plowing them under."
It's still a puzzle why Mr. Dewey fell for
this myth after ten years. Didn't he know
the little pigs had been eaten? Was he just
looking for a precedent because he felt so
sorry for New York cows? Sarely he
wouldn't have been so irresponsible as to
try to tag a political opponent with a crime
that had never been committed.—Sullivan
Times.

Post-War Jobs
How certain are you that you will have
a job after the war?
The American Institute of Public Opinion
asked that question in a nationwide poll and
found that only 40% were "very certain."
Another 25% were fairly certain but 85%
11.1iot at all certaisr."Furtbermore, the poll showed that the
people of this country are, in general, fair-5
13, pessimistic about the employment situation after the war. Of those interviewed
practically all guessed that there would be

some unemployment after the war, 55%
guessing that there would be four to ten
million people out of work and 19% estimating that unemployment would reach from
10 to 20 or more million people.
Most of us like to think about•the era
of'Thit yr-Oinkriti which-CO(1W('conceivably
follow the war but there are few who put
very much faith in it. We realize that it depends a lot on the postwai plans of our nation's biggest industries.—(Somerset Commonwealth).
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Another Postwar Planner
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Pennryile Postscripts BY G" MP'

Genuine regret is heard around
the business section in loss to
Princeton of Mr. and Mrs. Trice
Yates, widely liked and very useful
citizens. Best wishes for continued
success and happiness are extended
them as they go to their new post
at Earlington.
Owner of the toy wagon accidentally left at Saul's store got it back
via a mention in this column. Saul
says the gentleman lives 'way out
in the country and that he never
suspected rural folk looked at these
Postscripts.
Jackie sewed up a bad tear in his
cherished "long pants" (overalls)
during his ma's absence from the
house . . . proving this war is
teaching even youngsters the valuable lesson of self reliance.
A local gent who has been planning a health sojourn at Hot Springs,
Ark., will now have to pick himself
another spot. Uncle Sam took over
the New Arlington Hotel, and others,
there August 15 and will operate the
place as a rehabilitation and recuperation center for troops. It is reported about 2500 service men and
women will be sent to Hot Springs
each month, to remain twq or three
weeks while awaiting reassignment.
These will be persons whose health
has been broken or impaired in war
service.

altho only 12 and 14 years old, respectively, and will go far in the
horse show world. Indeed, they already have won many ribbons and
trophies in Kentucky, Tennessee and
other states.
"Bubs" Harralson, whose pony ran
away with him in Thursday's show,
made a grand come-back, to the
crowd's delight, Friday night when
he won the championship in the
Best Boys' class. The judge's decision was very popular.
ilk
The people liked the Horse Show,
applauded generously and otten as
the fine horses performed. It is
probable more persons saw walking
horses perform for the first time
and got a bigger thrill from that
class than any other in the two-day
event. Bedford McChesney received
a well deserved tribute from the
crowd Friday night, when Announcer Talley praised his success in
getting so many high class horses
here from far and near.
Pennyriler has heard numerous
expressions of satisfaction that Dick
Gregory, able, energetic and splendid
citizen, was not moved somewhere
else in the recent K. U. managerial
shake-up. Dick's talents are recognized and appreciated here.
ilk
America's ranges today hold the
biggest cattle population on record,
an estimated 83 million head. Ranchers are convinced a sudden end of
the war will force them to thin
their herds at bargain prices. As a
result animals are moving to slaughter at a rate 25% higher than this
time last year.

Figures On Women War Worke

market.
As a matter of fact, neither is
likely unless unemployment becomes general—a state which our industrialists, more than a score of
government agencies, and Congress
are planning right now to avoid.
There are now, according to the
women's bureau of the Labor Department, about 18 million employed
women. About five million of these
never held or sought jobs before.
They represent the women who have
replaced men and on the surface
would apper to be those who will
have to go when Johnny comes
marching home and wants his old
job back again..
The Census Bureau estimates that
if the, peacetime trend of the last
50 years had been maintained in the
decade 1940-50, there would have
been 2,500,000 more women workers
anyway. The Census surveys indicate that eyen with the war, stimulus, there will be less than a million more women seeking work by
1950 than there would have been
normally.
The other one-and-a-half to two
million are those whose post-war
plans don't involve tending the
wheels of industry.
This, of course, is a five-year view
and won't hold if the war suddenly
collapses and ten million men return in a matter of months to seek

employment. There is, howev
,
such indication. Even if Ge
falls before winter, post-war
ing and rehabilitation
probably
keep millions abroad far
into
and others will be poured into
was in the Pacific. Even with
end of the global war, demo
tion plans call for a long,
slow
tering-out process.
If, however, great disruptions
in employment, it is true
that
.men workers may find thernse
faced with greater difficulties
men. In such an event, the p
ties provided by law for v
and the seniority system 113
1
,
most employers and unions in 4•
ing off surplus labor would rn;
against them.
And some employers who
complain that absenteeism is
high among women workers
opportunity
omaell_m
analeo
welacn
to
t°
With this exception, the post.
outlook for women workers s
erally about what it is for
There is no doubt that the war
opened new vistas for both
workers and employers, but
ones that both wouldn't have
tahheyrweabyeewnitnhoinwaar—ftehwat yise,ar
sus figures don't lie. And if
do, it would be the first time,

What you hear never seems
as important as what you ove.
Says a gal we know.
Ilk
It all depends on whoseoxth
The Ileactionary press which
highly praised the President for
"courageous course" when he
the coal mines, roundly cond
him when he took over Montgo
Ward. (Exchange.)
Wake Island was discovered
the British in 1796.

THINK ON THIS

John N. Fa

It seems strange that already it
has become necessary to enlarge
lawenforcing agencies within larger
cities to insure that violence does
not break forth when news of an
armistice comes to America. I say,
it seems strange, for according to
widespread reports many are of the
opinion there has been a return to
religion and faith in God. If this
new surge of religion 'Were an established fact, it seems paradoxical
that news of cessation of hostilities
anything but
should call forth
thankful prayer.
But law enforcement preparation
is' the response to .experience. When
news of the war's end does come,
men, at least many of them, forget
to be thankful in their hearts. The
New Testament is full of rejoicing
but it is Heaven-ward. It is expressed in singing and fellowship that
has its roots in the hearts of men,
and not from the shallow recesses
of cheap emotional exhibitions. How
glad we are of the war's end will be
determined on how seriously we

set about to bind the wounds o'
world together.
Rejoice, yes, and rejoice
and again that the war's en:i
possible reunion of famil..
friends; but let us have
the cheap exhibitionism •
calls forth the need for no
enforcing officers. How eic,
and joyful we have a right
the end of such a heart rer.
fair! But how large the tas.
us! This demands more
rades, throwing of hats in
slapping one another on the
demands a sane, serious i•
mind and heart that is a'1:
common expressions of tepleasure.
And so when radios I..
good news, when bells rin..
newspaper headlines set
final joy, let this comm.::
found kneeling in thankfu:
that the end of slaughter is
and let us be ready to ad,
challenge immediately befc.

IP

Joe Kelly Jaggers copped the
spotlight for a while at Friday
night's session of the Horse Show
when he and the announcer made
fun, prior to presentation of a trophy
by Joe Kelly. The big crowd didn't
phase this youngster any and he
made quite a hit with the gentleman
from Tennessee and the customers.

•

•

Be Safe!
BUY AND SERVE ONLY

Iley McGough, particularly smitten by the fine performance of Col.
Jim Haynes' wonderful mare, Greater Glory, which won the stakes event
for walking horses, said: "That horse
canters just like I eat".

Fresh milk at every delivery. Keep it covered—
keep It cold—to keep it
fresh for days.

Pasteurized
Milk
FOR HEALTH INSURANCE

Princeton Cream & Butter Company
Phone 161
•
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The first duty of parents is to Safe
Guard the Health of their
Children.

And while on the subject of the
announcer: James M. Talley was
everything that could be desired.
His explanation of gaits, how gainted
horses originated and where, what
show horses must do to win ribbons, etc, was very informative to
the crowds . . . and best of all, his
fine sportsmanship and good humor
added grsaily'to each' peffor rriancti
He will be very welcomb In Printeton, any time.
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When school is out and the
children rush home for that
afternoon snack be sure to
serve a tall glass of our
creamy rich milk along with
the bread and jam. This is
the sure way to keep their
cheeks rosy and their spirits
high.

Don McChesney, donor of the
trophy in the Boys' Best Rider
championship class, also had his
moments in the final night's show,
after being rescued by "Mack" from
Grand-Dad. Both these boys will be
riding in our horse shows, first thing
we know.
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After School

Sometimes, over the years, I have
thought maybe an error had been
made when I picked the newspaper
business as my life work. This was
almost unanimously confirmed at
our house Monday when Larry,
Jackie and David agreed they were
gonna be farmers . . . and have
nothing to do with newspapers.

The two favotites of the crowd,
both days, were standouts as riders
and in showmanship . . little Miss
Susanne Rogers and her brother,
John Alden "The Deacon". These
youngsters are master performers,

America In Wartime

By Jack Stinnett
Washington—If figures don't lie,
there's a great deal of hokum being
talked and written about women
workers in the post-war world.
On one hand are those alarmed
at the prospects of millions of women being thrown out of work. On
the other are those equally concerned with the possibility that millions
of women will refuse to relinquish
paychecks and
their new-found
freedom from men and will completely upset the peacetime labor

VINT 'TH. THESE
"RC AND SHACKLES
ARE TAKEN AWAY
AFTER

Dr. F. T. Linton again proved
himself a dynamic sort of individual
when he organized in 'record time
a campaign to put Princeton in the
running for one of the new State
tuberculosis hospitals. Of course, our ,
town has real competition from Hopkinsville and other cities in the
district but this effort will certainly bring favorable notice of this
community's awareness of an opportunity.

Thursday, August 31
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80-Year-Old Woman
Helps Thresh Wheat

13. C. Goodell

Li a Valuable Feed—
, farmers usually speak
stover" as "corn fod,peaking or writing on
cct it is well to explain
j'nee. "Corn fodder" is
corn plant, including
sown or planted thickider rather than grain.
,',irn" is the whole corn
,cked and cured. "Corn
•
By RUSSELL DYCHE, Director
is the mature corn
Kentucky State Parks
Most people of Kentucky are
ma the ears.
Fort Harrod, and the log buildingsfamiliar with the palisade of Old
within that inclosure, but not so
.cents have shown 'that
many know about the Mansion
coln Marriage Temple in which Museum, pictured above, nor the Lin.!1 of the crude protein
the
parents
of the immortal Abraham
Lincoln shad been married by Rev.
third of the total digesmonuments, the Doctors' Shop and Head, nor the Federal and other
many other things that make up
tents of a corn crop is
the Pioneer Memorial Historical
Shrine at Harrodsburg, operated by
the Kentucky Division of Parks.
i in the stover. With
But
each year more and more people are becoming acquainted with
..ivy yielding hybrids
them, and Pioneer Memorial is to
Kentuckians one of the most popular
.tentages would be less.
historical
shrines in the State.
Harrodsburg people will claim,
of corn stover are the
Kentucky history has been learned and I believe rightly so, that more
here
than
in
any hundred school
rooms in the Commonwealth. No one
. 'sable, the husks the
can visit Pioneer Memorial, look
upon the many shrines it contains, read
....Liable, and that the
the
dedicator
y bronze tablets
and learn from attendants the story
are far too valuable not
cance of incidents of the early days,of important people and signifiwithout being imbued with renewed interest in Kentucky history and
used. The practice of stripIn Old Fort Harrod, built near the development.
ed saving only the leaves
tucky's first permanent settlement, site of the original Fort, Kenfaithfully reproducing it on a
, as is the custom in
slightly smaller scale, will be found the
astern Kentucky, is a
buildings furnished in the mode of pioneerold school house and other
days and items used in the
homes and in home industry of that
I practice.
while in the Mansion Museum rooms are dedicated to periods time;
of
roughages
our
like
corn
country's history, Include
ing the early Federal Union of States.
There
are the Lincoln Room,
and the straws are low in
the Confederate Room, the George Rogers
Clark
Room, while on the
second floor are collections containing
and high in crude fiber.
many old and rare musical instruments, most every type of gun,
Indian
es more energy to digest
relics, rare bottles,
historical books and many articles of
than a legume roughage
can be spent profitably by persons of allunusual interest. Many hours
State Historical Shrine at Harrodsburg. ages, at the Pioneer Memorial
en compared from the
int of net energy, which
Is for the energy needed
ests;on as well as energy
er purposes, these coarse
es still have considerable
News representing lives, hopes, dreams
and ambition
The Therms of net ener- who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell s of those
county almost
40 years ago and recorded nowhere but
190 pounds of the followin the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years
will be published as a
are as follows: Corn regular
Leader feature. The articles are reproduced
just as the
. medium in water, 29.0; Princeton reporters, shortly
alter the turn of the century, wrote
,taw 10.0; oat straw the.
..nd timothy hay cut in
4:3. By this comparison Nirinceton, Ky., April, 24, noon
lasfV Nice refreshments
ver is worth 2.7 times 1903. Arch Walker,
the efficient were served
and all the girls
as wheat straw, 1.1 young
clerk at Kevil and Wy- concluded that Miss Hettie
was
as much as oat straw, and
lie's Drug Store, has been con- a most perfect little entertainer.
-St as much as the best
• • •
•
y hay. This kind of hay is fined to his room from illness
Princeton, Ky. May 8, 1903.
'ling for $.30.00 per ton in the last week. Ed Dabney is fillMiss Katie May Landrum went
• tam n section of Ken- ing! his place at the store.
• • •
to Nashville last Friday. She will
making corn stover worth
inceton, Ky. May 1, 1903. be the guest of honor at a class
ptr ton at that rate. In
banquet given by members of
tion of Kentucky, stover Flank Machen, one of the most
the "Delta Sigma", a chartered
be used to the fullest ad- successful and popular traveling
in
Kentucky, was in society of Ward's Seminary of
e within the limits dic- men
Princeton a few days this week which she was president last
by labor shortage.
year.
suggestions: I. Corn visitinng his cousin, Mrs. Grace
• • •
is low in protein—for car- Brown. Mr. Machen is nursing
A Gay Fishing Crowd
beef cattle feed one pound a lame foot, caused by inflam4/ Princeton, Ky. May 8, 1903.
onseed meal or other ni- mation, and rhematism.
• • •
Several of the smart set went
concentrate per head
Princeton, Ky. Mar 1, 1903. out to the lake on a fishing outy. We found that 30
ing Tuesday composed of Miss
of corn stover per 800 Miss Hettie Bob Akin was the
Aimee Wolff, Aylene Jones, Agfeeder would not maintain hostess in the meeting of the
nes Orr, Lena Dollar, Bessie
W.
C.
Club
K.
Saturday
afteright. When receiving 1
Martin, Bertie Dollar and Willie
cottonseed meal the steer ed.
Cook,
y maintained his weight
6. Corn stover is low in ViMessrs. Huburt Young, Charde a small gain. This in- tamin A. It is well to allow catlie Rich, Fulton Rich, James
that the above ration tle, especially cows in calf, ac- Orr,
Arch Walker and Jeff
ual to approximately half cess. to some winter pasture or
Johnson. •
I feed of concentrates and feed them three or four pounds
They went out in he pcinic
of a legume each day. Salt and "carry-all" and had fine sport.
corn stover that is in ground limestone should be fed The girls were so liberal
in getearly. Rains leach out inseparate container."
ting up enough dinner that there
one-half of the nutrients
uary first and produce
ntal and sometimes danmoulding of the leaves,
and husks.
edding, if possible, is
recommended. Do not
til after the first freeze.
used stover for bedding.
no better bedding than
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The Past

When men could not be found
to make up the threshing crew, By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
patriotic Mrs. C. Sparks, 80,
College of Agriculture and
joined three other women in
Home Economics
helping Farm Agent John W.
Irvine thresh wheat in Greenup
This summer, many Kentuckcounty. She swung up the bun- ians found
hard going in their
dles to the feeder's table as Irgardens because of the drought
vine fed them into the thresher.
Greenup county women, many of But drought is part of weather
them members of the Women's about which nothing can be
Land Army, helped with about dune. Only, something can,
at
all kinds of farm work this year, least indirectl
y.
Irvine reported. There was no
It is noteworthy that although
other way to get the farm- work
done, he added, with nearby war rain fell on all gardens alike,
plants .taking most of the men. some performed better than
some others right alongside.
was plenty left for supper. So And, always when this
differthey stayed till dusk before ence was seen, stable manure
coming home.
was named as the cause. But,
Mrs. P. A. Steel and Miss gettirig enough
manure adeGeorgia Mitchusson chaperoned quately to dress the garden
evthe young people and were ideal ery year stumps even some
patrons-fast asleep half the time farmers who kept stock, but the
under the shades of star-eyed host of home gardeners must
bossoms of the dogwood trees. be content with bits of manure GENERAL'S LETTER THRILLS GIRL—Leah Midgette, 8, of
• • •
they may pick up here and Mantic City, N. J., reads—again—her letter from General
Princton, Ky. My 8, 1903.The there. And, their gardens get Dwight D. Eisenhower, thahnking her for writing him. Her
"Merry Maids" will meet with drier and drier, and less and brother, Donald, age 5, basks in reflected glory. (AP Wirephoto).
Miss Louise Pettit at her lovely less productive, to make
it this summer scarcely felt the contains
fiber for rotting down,
country home south of town, small wonder that so many
and plant food. Also because it
tomorrow afternoon. A pleasant give up, except to have a few drought.
It is true that stable mannure Is already in
a partly decomposdrive to the country and an en- "early things,"., while
there's is the best
humus source, as it ed state, its action is rapid.
joyable meeting is anticipated. rain a-plenty.
• • •
Now, the stable manure sitThat Automobile
uation will not change for the
si Princeton, Ky. June 26, 1903. better; in fact, on the contrary.
Will and John Rice came up But gardens must go on, after
from Fredonia Sunday in their Victory. For food will continue
fine new and stylish automobile. important. So, what to do?
They drove around the principal
The 'answer is simple; it lies
streets with the machine and in one word, "humus", the magcaught many an envious and ad- ic material that gives soil that
miring eye as they shot by like dark look, and makes it, springy
greased lightning. It won't be and "alive". It soaks up moistlong before we have the iron ure like a sponge and holds it
steeds in Princeton.
against dry times, over almost
unbelievably long periods, as
witness the many gardens that

il

When ironing protect
ands with an old glove
fingers cut out.
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Nervous,Restless
If

Do "CERTAIN DAYS" Of The Meath?

functional periodic disturbances
Make you feel nervous, tired, restless,
"dragged out"—at such times—try
Jealous Lidia E. "'inkhorn's Vegetable
Compound to relieve such symptoms.
helps nature! Pinkhom's Compound It
li
also a grand stomachic tonic.
Follow
label directions. Worth trying/

LYDIA E. PINKHAIWS evflE.L.A!ff,

"

BOYS' SANFORIZED DRESS SHIRTS
Fast color prints on good quality cotton percale. Stripes,
novelty figures on white, pastels. 6-17.

1.29
BOYS' WARM PART-WOOL SWEATERS
The current year's city taxes are now due,
and all taxes remaining unpaid after November
1, 1944, are subject to a penalty.
Water accounts become due on the first
day of each succeeding month, and if unpaid
after the 18th of month, are subject to a penalty.
Cemetery upkeep taxes become due the
first of each July, also all special assessments
for street or other improvements. Save by paying before the penalty is applied.

stover silage is made add
water as the cut stover
into the silo so that a
.ith a good grip can
out a drop or two of
rorn a double handful of
erial.
not ensile stover that has
bly weathered and mold-

Knitted V-necked slipovers and coat sweaters. Cloth-fronts
in herringbone, plaid or suede cloth.

1.98
BOYS' PLAID-LINED POPLIN JACKETS

Cossack style. Rain resistant with slide fastener closing,
sealed pockets; adjustable cuffs and side straps.

3.98
FOR FALL: BOYS' WARM SLACKS

Cassimeres in herringbone, checks, diagonal, overplaid
patterns. Gabardines and twills in solid color.

3.98
Shorts, Briefs 25c ea.
Cotton Socks 25c pr.

PACIFIC MILLS ALL-WOOL CREPE SKIRT

Box pleated, in warm, glowing fall colors! Well made of
zephyr-soft, yet long-wearing wool crepe.

BEFORE THIS WAR IS OVER,there May be only two kinds of people
in America .•

2.98
ALL-WOOL JACKET MATCHES THE SKIRT
Soft Pacific Mills wool crepe. Grown-up tailoring, trimly
fitted at the waist, fully lined. Sizes 7-14.

I. those who can still rot to work In automobiles,
2. those who ono forced to walk.
If you want to be in the fortunate
group who will still be riding to work
In automobiles, join Gulf's "AntiBreakdown" Club today. How do
you do it? Just come in for Gull'a

Protective Maintenance Plant
This plan was conceived by experts in car care. Gulf developed it
because car maintenance is a most
Important civilian job.

5.90
SCHOOLGIRL DRESSES FOR THE FALL
Washable cottons and spun rayon. Stripes, plaids, solid
colors in princess, basque or dirndl styles.

3.98
GIRLS' ALL WOOL CLASSIC SLIPOVER
crew neck push-up sleeve favorite. Pastels.

2.98

.
..ensenimum1111
IT'S IMPORTANT to give your
ear a good motor ell. Gulf offers
two outstanding oils: Oulfpride,
"The World's Finest Motor Oil,"
and Oulaubs, must's-quality oil
costing•hw emblems.

your
with

AIR-FILTER, op's/irk-plug cleaning, and radiator flushing help
stretch mileage. Clean sir Oars
make gas burn more economically;
clean plugsincrease power;•clean
radiator prevents overheating.
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At The Churches

Deaths-Funerals

CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
A. D. Smith, Pastor •
Sunday School, 9:45.
Morning Worship, 11:00.
Evening Worship Service, 7:30.
Mid-week Prayer Service, 7:45.

Mrs. Robert Nixon

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
E. S. Denton, Pastor
, 9:45, Sunday School, harry
Long, Supt.
11:00, Morning Worship.
6:.30, Youth Fellowshif3 Service. Mildred Patton, leader.
7:30, Evening Service.

Fredonia New
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Bucklew
and children, of Evansville. Ind.
are guests of Mr. and Mrd.C. W.
Moore.
Mrs. Charles Taylor of Grenada, Miss. is guest of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Simpson, of
Mrs. Lowery
Decatur, Ill, is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Lowery.
Miss Evelyn Cox, Marion, was
a recent guest of Miss Katherine
Green.
James Tabor U. S. Navy is
spending a leave with his parents
Mr. and Mrs. James Tabor. after
having spent two years in the
South Pacific.
Mr. Oliver Brasher of Rock
Island, Ill. was a Thursday guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Owens, of

Mrs. Robert Nixon, 46, formerly of Caldwell ' county,died
suddently at her home in Hopk insville, August 23. She had
been ill several weeks.
Mrs. Nixon came to this county
in girlhood from Mississippi and
moved to Christian county several years ago. She was a daughter
of the late Felix and Martha
Thomas McIntosh. She had been
a member of the Crossroads
Christian church for many years.
Survivors are her husband;
three daughters, Mrs. Jessie
Johnson, North Carolina, and
Freda and Mary- Sue Nixon,
Hopkinsville, two sons, Ctaibourne and Johnny, Hopkinsville;
three sisters, Mrs. Hugh Robinson, of the Friendship community; Mrs. Minnie Wilkie,
Memphis, Tenn.; Mrs. Homer dahlelah.ldold , JULIJelVJJ ,
White, Colo.; two brothers, Lee
McIntosh, Memphis, Tenn. and
Felix, Caldwell County.
Funeral services were held
Friday at Crossroads church,
conducted by the Rev. C. P.
Brooks. Burial was in the Crossroads cemetery.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Pastor—John N. Fox
Sunday School Supt.—Leonard
Grom
Assistant Sunday School Supt.
—Mrs. Chas. Curry
Sunday, Sept. 39:45 A. M.—Church School for
All.
10:45 A. M,—Morning Worship Service Message: "A First
Century Labor Champion"
The session meets after this Miss Blanche Johnson
service.
Funeral services for Blanche
6:30 P. M.—Tuxis and Pioneer Johnson, 37, who died in Dear,
born, Mich., Thursday, August
24, were held at the home of her
mo the r, Mrs. Minnie Johnson.
Hawthorne street, Monday, with
We, the undersigned Gro- the Rev. Rodolph Lane in
charge. Death was caused by a
cery Stores will
fall down stairs, which resulted
in a fractured skull and brain
hemorrhage.
Survivors are her mother,
Minnie Johnson, and a
Mrs.
Labor Day, Monday, brother,
Glenn Johnson, both of
Sept. 4
Princeton. Burial was in Rowland cemetery, Caldwell county.
41.

Louisville spent the last week
visiting Miss Georgia Boaz and
Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz.
Mr. D. 0. Boaz visited Mr. Douglas Boaz of Hampton recently.
Pvt. Kermit Lowery is visiting
his grandmother Mrs. F. G.
Lowery and other relatives and
friends.

J

JJ

J

delJJEJ

Jr
cr,

Boys' and Men's Sweaters in
pullovers, coat styles and
sleeveless in attractive doors.
Polo shirts for boys that they
will like. New Fall hats and
ties.

GEORGE BROWN 7,1 Omit
Thee Surprise Band of the
yeci

Lost 25 Pounds And Had To
Spend Much Of His Time
In Bed Says Mr. Park.
Eats With Fine Appetite
Now. Regains Several Lbs.
Gratefully giving Retonga full
credit for his relief from debilitating symptoms due to insufficient flow
of digestive
juices in the stomach, constipation, and need of Vitamin B-1
digestion, nerves, a n d
for
strength, Mr. Charles F. Park,
a life-long resident of Terre
Haute, Ind., who resides at 421
South 3rd St., and has hundreds
of friends throughout the city
gratefully states:
"For about four years I suffered so much distress from indigestion and gas in my stomach
that I felt miserable practically
every day, and I could hardly
sleep at night. I got up every
morning feeling tired and wornout. My stomach seemed to stay
acid all the time. I lost 25 or
30 pounds and got to where I
couldn't work and had to spend
a lot of time in bed.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Mr. Charles F. Park
"The relief Retonga gave me
is little short of wonderful. I
feel no more distress from acid,
gassy stomach and indigestion,
my appetite has improved and
I have regained several pounds,
which I badly needed. I feel so
much stronger that I am again
taking on some work. It is a
pleasure to praise Retonga."
Scores of your neighbors and
friends are praising Retonga. Accept no substitute. Retonga may
be obtained at Dawson's Drug
Store.—adv.

"The Coolest Spot In Town"

Duck Head and Big Smith
overalls.

•

NAY FRANCIS • CAROLE LANDIS
MARTHA RAVE • MITZI MAYFAIR

Men's winter underwear is
now waiting for you.
Tan sports wear jackets.

TONIGHT AND FRIDAY

in Leslie county, and he still
Boys' overall pants—blue
had an acre of tomatoes, a half
tan.
and
acre of watermelons, an acre of
extra
nice
SALE—One
FOR
potatoes and eight acres of beans
BED ROOM SUITE, like new,
groups
meet in the Annex.
hmerspring mattress, heavy
7:30 P. M.—Evening Hour of
interwoven spring 4-poster
bed, large chest of drawers Worship Meditation: "The Imand extra fine large dresser, mortal Athanasius"
Monday, Sept. 4.
pre-war make. Also nice din10:00 A. M.—Ladies Aid Soing table. Lots of beds of all
kinds. Other furniture. Cloth- ciety meets in the Annex.
ing and Men's suits, shoes. EvWednesday, Sept. 6.
ery kind of stove, Heatrolas,
7:30 P. M.—Prayer Service.
heating and cooking. 1 good
8:30 P. M.—Choir rehearses. r rrrrrrrorrrrrrrrerwr^rrru.rcrrrw prrrror_rrrrR
Pontiac Auto, Desoto auto, 1
Graham auto. All in good condition, with tires. Almost anything in the used line. Nothing
but bargains. J. F. MORGAN.
a10-4t

CLASSIFIED ADS

"IT'S AN
EASY LIFE"

Alice Faye
,LATEST NEWS

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
ITS THE KAY WISER
SHOW YOU'VE BEES
WAITING FOR ... a solid
sender all the way'

Zaf

With ERNEST COSSART
Shell,

KYS3

Johnny Dave. Otto Krug',

r ,4
,4aamEN

AMAYA
AND Ws COMPANY

Plus These Delightful Short Units!
CARTOON

Caress

•

NEWS

•

NOVELTY

$7.95

Ultra ___________ $7.95
Fleet ________ ___ $7.95
Sprite
Belle

$7.95
_

$7.95

Just Look At These Added Features!
MARCH OF TIME—"BRITISH IMPERIALISM'
COLOR CARTOON—"MOPPING
SPORT SHORT — "ARGENTINE HORSES"

ur

LOST—In Theater. Girl's Seeland wrist watch. Finder,
please return to Helen Feagan, 32$ S. Seminary St. Reward.
ltp

COMING! SEPTEMBER 7-8
DANGEROUS ADVENTURE...GLORIOUSMU
The tert.MAK
yew
.•.&,-w....
am min I. PARADISE

THE RANGE BUSTERS
JohnKINO•David
Max
Exclusively At—
FINAL CHAPTER!
"SECRET SERVICE IN DARK • AFRICA"

"Flnit Shoes—Fitted By X-Ray"

OPTOMETRIST
Phone ISO

R. Maki

AL

Carmen Mirani
Dick Haymes

FOR SALE—A youth bed. Call
593.
ltp

FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pain of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, 'Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Dawson Drug Store.
9-10tp

Betty Grable

FOR 1,40101
FOR MUSIC!
FOR f011
/OR 1011

FOR SALE—Six tracts of land
all in Lyon county, about 5
miles from Eddyville. Tract
No. 1 consists of 210 acres;
tract No. 2, 100 acres; tract 3,
104 acres; tract 4, 126 acres;
tract 5, 90 acres, and tract 6,
85 acres. Interested parties
will contact G. W. Holland,
Eddyville, Ky.
a10-2t

l'OUND—Water spaniel bitch;
'liver ticked, has just sucked
pups. Owner call 42-7... Fredonla, Ky.
ltp

and introducing

M-G-M Featurette

PERMANENT WAVE, 59c! Do
your own Permanent with
Charm-Kurl Kit. Complete
equipment, including 40 curlers and shampoo. Easy to do,
absolutey harmless. Praised
by thousands including Fay
McKenzie, glamorous movie
star. Money refunded if not
satisfied.
j27-s28
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE.

FOR SALE—My home for sale.
For quick sale, See me within
a week. Tel. 610. C. E. Brinkley.
ltp.

lentry Dorsey Lind His Orchestra
tots morao, Phil Silvers
Sob Herons tester Matthews

EXTRA

Wood & McElfatrick

LOST—Between Frank Guess'
place on W. Main St. and my
home on Hopkinsville St., a
blue leather billfold, containing drivers license and a
small amount of money. Finder, please return to Helen
Hopper at Princeton Creamery or to Leader Office. Reward.
ltp

MOONLIGHT EXCURS10

F servile'

Using suggestions obtained
in her homemaker's' club, Mrs.
W. L. Weatherford of Hickman
county removed partitions in
her house, laid hardwood floors,
redecorated walls, installed conveniences in her kitchen, hung
new drapes and curtains, and
slip-covered furniture.

N otiee

Notice!
A. KOLTINSKY
You are cordially invited to
H. C. RUSSELL
an Ice Cream Supper at Eddy
Creek School Friday night,
RED FRONT No. 134
September 1.
F. LEO WALKER
' Eddy Creek School.
RED FRONT No. 51
Big Garden Pays
A & P STORE
Despite the drought, almost
worth of vegetables were
PEOPLES SERVICE STORE $200
sold in one week by Dover Cornett of the Wooten community
H. C. NEWSOM STORE

Reporting on disease-resistant
tobaccos in Boone county, Farm
Agent H. R. Forkner says Nos.
41A and 33 are making "excellent showings." No. 33 in one
field known to be diseased had
99 percent healthy plants, while
some other varieties were 65 to
100 percent damaged by wilt
diseases. Streak was found in
Use rouge lightly and put it on
many tobacco patches in Boone the highest point of the cheek
bone and then blend in.
county.

Improves Her House

01 , el JJJ

CLOSE

Milking machines oa
When washing the face, use a
soft brush to scrub the hair line time in half and help pt
more milk.
Feeding new wheat cost Mrs. at the forehead.
Sherman Dean .of Jessamine
county at least 25 chickens, in a
flock of 400 started this year. At
that she made $82 and has 94
laying flock for
birds left as
THURSDAY SEPT. I
fall and winter. Chicks and feed
cost $182. Chickens sold brought
$208, and the 43 eaten by the Lv. KuttaAva 810 P. M. Ret. 11.46
P. M.
family were worth $36.

New Wheat Fatal

Improved Tobaccos
Show Up In Boone

TXCRRIcOLOR

Women's Page
Bride Of Marine

Lowery

IMP

1
19!•11

cement is made of the
of Miss Robbie Lou
Mrs.
daughter of
Hobgood, to Staff SerRegal G. Lowery, SaturThe
mg. 19, at Yuma, Ariz.
by
• ring cermony was read
Acheson,
Rev. Raymond C.
Presbyterian
• of the First
Staff Sergeant Forest
attendant.
oison was the only
are
and Mrs. Lowery
School
sates of Butler High
as a
she was employed
by County Clerk Philip
until her marriage.
couple is at home at
Broadway, El Centro, Calif.

Phone 50
•

•

•• • •
Dorothy Ann Davis

Society. Personals

Tips To Teens

Personals
••=1\

Mrs. 1,0111111E Lauterbach, Pekin,
Ill, is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Cartwright and family,
W. Main street.
•
• • •
Mrs. I. B. Tanner and daughters, Mrs. Reno Davis and Mrs.
Matthew Cabot, spent Tuesday
in Louisville.
• • •

Anna French spent several days
last week in Louisville with
Miss Betty Gowin.
• • •

Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Eldred
and son, Marshall Polk, Louisville, are visiting relatives here.
• • •
Lieutenant and Mrs. Thomas
D. Graham have returned to
Mrs. J. L. George is spending their home in Dayton, 0., after
this week with her daughter, a visit here with her parents,
Mrs. Lonnie Cartwright, Hop- Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood, Hopkinsville street.
kinsville street.
• • •
• • •
Mrs. Sallie Lamb is visiting
William Jones, Frankfort, is
her daughter, Mrs. W. C. Moore,
visiting relatives here.
• • •
in Paducah this week.
well Party
• • •
Evitom Club of the CenMrs. Lonnie Cartwright spent
Presbyterian Church enterlast week-end in Louisville with
Leeman J. Carner, Charleston,
Before her marriage August her daughter, Cadet Nurse Mar- S. C., is visiting his sister, Mrs.
with a farewell party of
annex of the church Friday 19, Mrs. Regal B. Lowery, El garet Ann Cartwright, and Mr. Will Cartwright, N. Jefferson
in honor of Miss Madge Centro, Calif., was Miss Robbie and Mrs. C. W. Gowin.
street, and other relatives.
beauti• • •
• • •
r. The room was
Lou Ilobgood, daughter of Mrs.
rot 4
decorated with flowers. Pot Blanche Hobgood, S. Jefferson
Misses Katherine and Hilda
C. W. Gowin, Louisville, was
dinner was served to the street.
Gresham returned to Chicago
a visitor here Tuesday.
CUT WEDDING CAKE—Lt. TO111 Harmon and his
after which gifts were
• • •
Tuesday, after a visit with their HARMONS
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. ',Thomas D.
the film actress, Elyse Knox, use a sword to cut their
bride,
ted to the honoree.
Isaac
Mrs.
and
Mr.
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Wood, Mr.
wedding cake at the reception held for them at the home of
of were Mesdames Frank Graham, Dayton, 0., and Mr. and and Mrs. Guy Nabb, Jr. and Mrs. Gresham, S. Jefferson street.
parents at Ann Arbor, Mich., following their wedding
•
•
Harmon's
•
John N. Fox, R. B. Ratliff, Mrs. C. M. Wood.
Guy Nabb, Sr. are attending the
Curry,
a Coleman, Charles
Miss Melva Cummings spent at St. Mary's Chapel. (AP Wirephoto)
at
Evansville,
races
Park,
Dade
Thomas, Louise Whither, Attend Horse Show
several days last week in Pa- end with Mrs. Russell Goodaker street.
today.
d McGowan and Misses _1 Mr. and Mrs. J. Black Humph• • •
ducah.
• • •
WilMary
and
and family.
Gordon,
• • •
la
ries and daughters, Betty and
Floyd Young left today for
• • •
Mrs. J. S. Williams spent
Eldred.
Miss Audie Green. Murray.
Sally, Mayfield; J. 0. Humphries, Louisville where he will visit
sending gifts and unable
in Paducah.
and
Tuesday
Mrs.
Litchfield
Lewis
Paducah; Mrs. Ben Wood; J. his daughter, Clyda, a patient spent several days last week
d were Mesdames Bedford Locke Humphries, and J. C.
• • •
and children, of Frankfort, are
McCaslin
Virginia
with
Miss
also
at
He
will
Hospital.
Kosair
4,esney, Charles Elder, Marie
e; Mrs. attend the State Fair while attended the Caldwell County spending this week with her
Hopkinsvill
J. E. Lane, CookMrs.
Hammond,
and
Mr.
at Isobel Kimmel and Norman Proctor, Mrs. R. T.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Major ville, Tenn., are visiting relaFair and Horse Show.
there.
Helen Grace Wilson,
• • •
Humphries and Mrs. Lurline
Quisenberry, Washington street. tives here.
• • •
thy Hunter and members of Mumphries, Cadiz, were guest
Nancy Scrugham return- Mr. Litchfield is attending the
Miss
IndLittle,
Betty
Miss
Jane
staff.
hospital
last week of Miss Calla Humph- ianapolis, Ind., is a guest in the ed last week-end from a week's State Fair in Louisville.
A ring mold will make ordinary
• • •
ries and R. T. Humphries at their home of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. visit with her parents, in Franknoodles, rice and gelatin desserts
home "Seven Oaks", Princeton, Bromley, S. Seminary street this fort.
• • will Club Honors
Mr. and Mrs. &unsay Dorris, extra special.
• • •
Route 3. They attended the Cald- week.
In spraying or dusting against
Providence, spent last week-end
Madge Boteler
beetle, don't
Fair and Horse
• • •
T. B. McConnell and daughter, with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. the Mexican bean
Goodwill Club of the Cum- well County
Show.
work when vine is wet.
Misses Doris Jean bright ifnd of Louisville, spent last week- J. _ F. Claycombe, E. Market
d Presbyterian Church enwith a chicken barlacue
•e home of Mr. and Mrs.
Coleman, W. Main street,
Thursday night, in honor of
Madge Boteier, who recently
ed as head nurse at PrinceMr. and Mrs. Richard Dudley
!•capital.
210 Hawthorne at.,
McCalister,
nt were Mr. and Mrs.
on the birth of a son, Richard
Wilson, Mr: and Mrs. Wilson
Aug. 24. Mr. McCalister
Mr. and Mrs. .1. D. Hodge, David,
Army.
and Mrs. Robert Omer, is in the
Mr. and Mrs. James Riley
Ford; and Misses Mary
birth
, Dorothy Hunter, Virginia Davis, Eaker Ave., on the
of a son, Aug. 21. He has been
and Madge Boteler.
named James Clinton.
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Blazier,
tversory Dinner
N. Harrison street, on the birth
and Mrs. C. M. Wood enof a daughter, Sandra Kay,
ined at dinner Thursday
August 27, at Jennie Stewart
Aug. 24, in honor of Mr.
Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Frank G. Wood on their Hospital,
Mrs. J. 0. Franklin,
and
Mr.
of
and
• mg anniversary,
on the birth of a
Road,
Dawson
D.
daughter, Mrs. Thomas
25, at PrinceAugust
daughter,
am. Dayton, 0. Present were
has been
and Mrs. Frank G. Wood, ton Hospital. She
a
Bring your "school-agers" in and outShell R. Smith, Mrs. Wallis named Marianna.
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fit them complete from tip to toe . . .
choose from our wide selection of backto-class apparel . . . Here are just a
few of the bargains you'll find in our

Saul

visable.
By Betty Ciro ke
Your daughter's skin should
AP Beauty Editor
All of a sudden it happens— be washed daily with a pure,
your pug-nosed little girl with mild, antiseptic soap. Then it
pigtails becomes a young lady. can 'he treated with cleansing
It's not too early for her to packs containing medicated herbs
learn there are no short cuts such as Grandma used to conto a beautiful complexion. If coct.
Before retiring, she should
she wants clear, smooth skin she
must be taught that daily clean- soak a cleansing pack in hot
water for about three minutes,
liness is necessary.
Otherwise, pores fill up with scrubbing the entire face and
natural oil secretions instead of throat vigorously with it, rinsthrowing them off, and this im- ing with absorbent cotton or
proper function causes black- wash cloth dipped in the same
water in which the cleansing
heads.
In turn, the blackheads may pack is soaked.
She can then smooth a medibecome infected and cause pimples and eruptions. Of course cated acne lotion over the erupthese may be due to diet, poor tions and leave it on all night.
fatigue, nerves, In the morning she should
elimination,
lack of exercise, or any number cleanse her sikn thoroughly with
of other causes of which a phys- soap and water. Fatty or oily
ician is the proper diagnosti- creams should never be used as
infection
may spread
cian. However, in every in- they
stance of poor skin functioning where there are pimples or
proper external treatment is ad- blackheads.

•
•!

s 14
ft;

12ate0
"t00P-TH-LOOP"
(as min in "Glamour')
favorite for all of.CarolepaCa Rayon Crepe, trimmed
with self loops and ,jewel
buttons.InSapphire,C.hinese
Green; Mandarin Purple,
Mexicopper. Sizes
-411.98
„..- •

•

•

•
•

$10.95

1.005!•TI-I• 1.Q01;

See Our Wide Assortment!

4

School days are anklet
days, and every miss needs
several pair.
Also
Boys'Golf Hose Hose at 350

"PLEDGE BAIT"
As young and sentimental as
the life you lead ... this
Cotton Velveteen, twopiecer with its embroidered
roses. In Black, Burma
Brown, Laurel Greco, Teal.
Sins 9 to 15• $14.95

Moccasin Style

s•

e

Oxfords
Dress Shirt & Pants
See our selection of fine
dress shirts and sturdy
sanforized cavalry twill
pants. Fine buys!
Pants $3.98
Shirt 9129

Skirts & Blouses
Team up this gay red plaid
V-neck jerkin and long
sleeved white poplin blouse.
Sizes 7 to 14.
Jerkin $3.98 Blouse $2.49

'

Smart! Sturdy!

$2.49
Wedge heel, black rubber
sole . . . for girls. Sizes
2 to 9.
/
31
WINNING TI.APe

51 7W
•/

All Wool Worsted
Pullover Sweater
Girls Long Sleeved Style

$3.98
1he Loom" • °FrItit of the Leeeei
- t:
6
Knit Shirts
Shorts
Lew Priced!

Long-Wearing

39c ea.
Ribbed knit shorts . . . ex• cellent values! Sizes 24 to
30.

"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

;
-

Buy Your Supply
Of Anklets Now!

•'

tikell's Fair
Store

4

"WINNING TEAM"
' arkling-white eytlet em.
broidery softens the lines of
!tliis:TailOr.Twill Rayon •
Gabardine TwORiecer ..
in Caramel, p.ilsiiuit Blue,
Reseda Green, Kickoff Red. Sizes 11 to 15.

25c

So • • •
Try his store when you
want dependable merchandise.

ftl

stock ...

IS TOO BUSY
soliciting funds to buy
a site for a State Tuberculosis Hospital
here to take time to
write an ad this1 week

w•

39c ea.

Ribbecl crew neck, bottom
and sleeves. Slightly napped. Pink, blue, maize, or
red in sizes 30, 32, 34, 36.

Comfortable, 'serviceable
shirts . . . rib knit. Sizes 6
to 16.

GOWIN & PAGE, Prop.

Princeton, Kentucky

\q FEDERATED STORES

Goldnamer's
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

A dog has 42 permanent
If you are making a half recipe
Norway's shi
for something that calli for only
•
PPing laclann
one egg, don't try to divide the 1,500 years old.
ally used for slacks and tailored egg. Too much is better than
The Chinese
sports clothes, should be ironed too little and the egg serves a
used'(
than 4,000 years agn.•
thickening purpose.
slightly damp with a hot iron,
but not as hot as for cottons.
Sheer lawn-like spun rayorui
should be ironed hot, almost dry
with a just trace of dampness.
Too hot an iron will cause
rayon sharkskins to shine, wrinkle up or fuse. The iron should
You will find yourself one of the bew inf
be warm and the garment nopersons in your community when you
read '115 Cli
ticeably damp. Sharkskins
Science Monitor regularly. You Will fir!sil fresh,
should be washed, rolled in A
a fuller, richer understanding of world affairs ... new
truthful, ac
unbiased news. Write for sample copies today, or
towel, taken right out and ironnew focttia
month trial subscription.
ed slowly.
'
Roll rayon jerseys in a towel
I. OMM11. VIM 1111,1•11
NON UM MII• OM.,
r
Tk•
Cluiellaa
Soignee
Pabligalaa
wasune
and knead out moisture, then
Oen Marna, Street, fieelon IS. War.
I in Plow eel trim wow:* 01144 of Tin (
hang on hanger. Iron slowly and
-'1 Please /send • ona.atontd trial
.......
1 1....1 Otattetlas Salsocia Meollor Including •
1.—I Lim to Ti,. Chrlatlea
iseyee
,
--g•
Hoy ot root Weekly IdasoNa• Mmlica.
lightly when somewhat damp
fat viands I
with a warm iron. Be sure to
avoid tension.

How To Iron Rayon

pARISIENS CELEBRATE—Frenchmen in the streets of Paris cele brate the entry of Allied troops into the French capital. This
picture was received, Aug. 25, by radio from Cherbourg, France.(AP Wirephoto from Signal Corps).

literary Guidepost
There is a shortage of the best
By Robert E. Geiger
insecticides but many substiAP Feature Writer
Now is the time for all good tutes will do an effective job if
Americans to plant their fall applied at the proper time.
One of the worst pests this
victory gardens. That's the first
and most important midsummer summer has been the potato and
day's chore for the men with the tomato psyllid. Tests at experiment stations have shown the
hoe.
Second, he shoul& spray the tomato psyllid may be controlled
dust for bugs and disease con- by dusting or spraying plants
trol to keep the garden healthy. every week or 10 days with wetThird, tend crops carefully. In table sulphur. The treatments
hot weather, plants decline rap- should continue until fruit is
idly if they receive insufficient well formed. If dusted the sulwater, or are watered hefivily phur should be applied full
at the wrong stage of their strength; if sprayed at the rate
growth, and if weeds are per- of one heaping teaspoonful to
each..,..gailon of water. mitted to choke them.
Liquid lime sulphur spray is
One of the most ingortant
things to remember about plant- recommended for potatoes, but is
ing a fall garden is this: Use injurious to tomatoes.
Another destructive pest this
early varieties, not late. Varieties are described as "early" be- summer has been the bean beecause they mature more rapidly tle. In small gardens the bugs
may be picked by hand from
than "late" kinds.
In considering what varieties the bean leaves. Clusters of
to plant, consult your communi- yellow beetle eggs, laid on the
ty's frost chart, available at undersides of leaves, should be
'
your county agent's office or destroyed. •
In larger gardens a rotenone
possibly at a seedsman's.
This chart shows when frost spray or dust may be used but
may be expected. Don't plant rotenone is sold only in limited
varieties quantities.
any frost-susceptible
that will mature after the first Dr. George M. List of the Coloaverage frost date. In this class rado State College experiment
of vegetables are tomatoes, pep- station, recently' reported cryolite
is a good poison for bean beetles.
pers and beans.
On the other hand, some vege- It is applied as a spray, six
tables are improved by frost. In- pounds to 100 gallons of water.
cluded are parsnips, which may
remain in the ground all winter for spring eating; collards,
brussels sprouts, late cabbage,
turnips and carrots. Beets, turnips and carrots are best for
storage, of course, if they are
TO BRING A
from the fall crop. July and
even August are planting dates
for the best storage crop in most
parts of the nation.
Weather reports indicate there
has been a wet season in many
parts of the nation, producing inwith your garments left
sects and 'disease.

Please
Remember

WIRE
HANGER

How

Many

for cleaning.

Wear

FALSE TEETH
With Little Worry
Eat, talk, laugh or sneeze'without fear of insecure false teeth
dropping, slipping or wabbling.
FASTEETH holds plates firmer
and more comfortably. This
pleasant powder has no gummy,
gooey, pasty taste or feeling.
Doesn't cause nausea. It's alkaline (non-acid). Checks "plate
odor" (denture
breath). Get
FASTEETH at any drug store.

In this manner, you will get
a WIRE HANGER back with
your garments, and protect
your cleaning from wrinkling.

Phone 197

hilt it

By John Selby
"East by Southwest," by Christopher La Farge (CowardMcCann; $2.50.)
Most of the sketches in Christopher La Farge's "East by
Southytaar- appeared first in
Harper's Magazine, whose circulation is select but small. Therefore they are new to a large
share of the public, which will
do itself a great favor if it will
read them at once. Mr. LaFargo
proves many things with his
stories.
He speaks of them as reporting
a section of the war in fiction.
This is another way of saying
that everything in the book is
Beans that have been dusted
or sprayed should be washed
thoroughly before they are eaten.
More than eight beetles to ten
feet of row is a heavy infestation, calling for treatment.
Spraying or dusting should be
done soon after the adults appear and
before egg-layfrig
starts; again just as the eggs begin to hatch freely and, last,
when larval injury is approaching its peak.

true, but not necessarily true of
the place and time and people
described. Perhaps it is straining a point to call this sort of
thing "reporting," which is a
word with a definite meaning
these days. But still, stories that
make the reader see, places and
events as they are do constitute
reporting of a sort.
Probably it is more important
that Mr. LaFargo's stories reproduce moods to a fabulous extent. He has one sketch of a civilian government representative who chiseled his way
through the South Pacific area
which not only reproduces the
too-tolerant contempt felt for
him by the military, but also
the man's own little nubbin of a
soul. His "All the Comforts of
Home" is about a French admiral who is getting one of the de
Gaulle islands ready for the
Americans, and misunderstandthe meaning of recreation facilities.
For my money, the last story
in the book, called "By Word of
Mouth," is next door to a masterpiece. It is very simple in
outline, and very subtle in result. It tells what happens when
a very lonely French girl meets
an American Don Juan at a
dance.

ENAMELOID
FOR fuoparunt, WOODWORK, WALLS,

MIRACLE WALL FINISH

Phone 25
Princeton. Ey.

(EVERYTHING'S SWELL)

• or making friends in Rio
In Rio de Janeiro, to say Have a "Coke" is to say We're glad
to see you, just as it does when you offer Coca-Cola to a
guest in your own home. In many lands around the globe,
thepasse that refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola has become
a friendly greeting between neighbors.
SOTTLED MORI AUTHORRY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY ST

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO

T.F.CTRIC power development has been made such
--14 a political issue by the Federal government's
great hydro-electric dams, that the people lose
sight of the real principle involved. It is common practice for administrators of tax-exempt Federal projects
to argue that they furnish power cheaper than can
highly-taxed private enterprise.
If it is important for the government to go into the
generation of electricity in order to save the private
householder a few cents a month on his electric bill,
why should it not go the rest of the way and furnish
food, clothing and rent "at cost," which items constitute
the bulk of his financial worries?
The people should get this issue straight and decide
whether they want to change our country from a nation
of private enterprise to one of state socialism. Public
ownership of power is socialism, any way you look at
it. When you eliminate profit, you eliminate private
opportunity.
If we favor putting the government into the power
business to save a dime, we should be a hundred times
more anxious to put it into farm production, clothes
production and housing production. Already these
ideas are being advanced as the next logical step from
socialized power to other socialized industry.
.
If the average American wants to work for the government instead of for himself, then vote for socialized
industry. But don't be fooled with the idea that half
the business of the nation can run without profit, while
the other half is allowed to operate as private enterprise,
with a profit.
.
As government takes profit out of business, it must
secure its taxts to operate by heavier and heavier assessments against the wages otindividuals

Wanted
Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

Telephone: Morganireld 239 or
Uniontown 55
t'1

Air

"Coke"=Coe&Coh
It's natural fur populansee
.
to acquire (acridly atesseie
Hons. That's why we la
Coca Cola called ''Coke

r

Yes, Electric Rates
Have Been Cut—Yet Your
Electric Bill May Be More Today
TI-40n It Was 10 Years Ago...Here's Why
HE longer you have electric service in your
home the more ways you use it for comforts
and conveniences and for saving time and
work. Yet you don't often stop to think how
many more ways you use electricity now than you
did ten years ago.

T

In the last ten years our rate reductions have
saved you customers a total of $2,500,000 in the
cost of electricity you have used The latest me
cut o- _urred an 1943, when war pressures had
raised the cost of almost everything you bought
How could we do it? By careful management,
But you're just like everybody else. Govern- by improvements in operation and service .
ment figures show that the use of electric service also because of increased use of electricity by you
has almost doubled in the homes of the nation customers—for the more you use the lower the
since 1934. How is it in this State with you price per kilowatt-hour.
customers? Wa—
You're probably wondering about the future
in 1934,the average residential customer used cost of electricity. The answer is fairly simple.
37 kilowatt-hours a month and paid an average We will follow the same plans
and policy in the
bill of $2.63. Today this same customer uses 73 kil- future as in the
past ... As you use more elecmort
owatt-hours a month and his average bill is $2.111. we will
sell it at a lower price, with combo
Assuming that you are an average customer, improvements in service.
this means you get about twice as much electricity
REDDY KILOWATT,
for only 26 cents more than you paid in 1934.
your electrical servant

Kentucky Rendifing Works

ELDRED
.fr- r"Vffil Wt

John E. Young, Agt

Have a "Coke"=Tudo Vai Bern

(Industrial News Review)

TOYS, ETC.

• DRIES QUICKLY
,• WASHES EASILY
• COVERS SOLIDLY
• SMARTLY STYLED COLORS
• MAKES DULL FURNITURE SPARKLE

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

4

Free Men Or Public Servants

(An advertisement of Kentucky Utilities Company)

USE VIERWIN-WILLIAMS

(AP Feature Writer) By Vivian Brown
You can achieve good results
in ironing rayons—and make
your job easier at the same
time by following a few simple
hints.
Always be sure your rayon
garment is washable before you
dunk it. Usually informative labels will tell whether the fabric
has passed a scientific washing
test.
The surface texture of rayon
fabrics can be preserved by ironing on the wrong side over a
wellpadded ironing board. When
it is necessary to iron sections
such as collars, cuffs or pleats
on the right side, use a press
cloth over the fabric. Try to
avoid sprinking rayons because
this tends to distribute moisture
unevenly.
The degree of dampness and
the amount of heat best for ironing rayons vary with the type
of fabric.
Washable crepes
require a
moderately hot iron and should
be almost dry to the touch.
Wrap crepes in & towel right after washing, to take out excess
moisture evenly and prevent
dripping to the hem. Remove
from towel immediately and
hang on hanger. Don't use too
much pressure with your iron
and be careful not to pull or
stretch the fabric while ironing.
Such heavier spun fabrics as
rayon gabardine and butcher
linen textureed spun rayons, usu

A Taxpaying Utility With Your Community's
Interest 'At Heart

rsday, August 31, 1944
Stuff some figs half open with
For beautiful colored and edible garnishes use your sharp cottage cheese mixed with cubed
kitchen knife to make carrot oranges and pineapple. Serve on
"Such youth can't be defeated sticks, celery curls, and radish crisp salad green and top with
in asiy war," declared A. J. roses.
French dressing.
Thaxton, Hardin county farm
agent, in reporting on the success of Jack Patterson, 4-H pig
Have you a mortgage? Would you want your family
club boy.
to be able to keep their home in event of your death? They
Turning off one litter at a
could pay off the mortgage if you owned a life insurance
good profit, Jack's sow now has

Says Modern Youth
Can't Be Defeated

inners In Caidwell Horse Show

Morning
Thursday
Mare, Saddle Type, 1st,
ged Man's Marna-MeCheaHorse and Mule Barn,
ton; 2nd, Silver, Jim
gt. 3, Princeton; 3rd, Wesprince, Rt. 3, Princeton.
Mare, Saddle Type, 1st,
One, Miss Nan Tippin,
vine; 2nd, My Graefous
Alvin Lisanby, PrinceWil3rd, Flounce, Robt.
Rt. 3, PrMonia.
Colt, 6 months
t Suckling
nder, 1st, Alvin Lisanby,
on; Fancy Pants, DeanFarm, Rt. 3, Fredonia; 3rd,
Mrs. Ralph Randolph,

Miss Magic, John Alden Rog- Tenn,
George Grayson Harrelson, Miss Magic, Suzanne Rodgers,
ers, Nashville, Tenn; 2nd, MarRoadster to Bike; 1st, Little Princeton; 2nd, Sid Johnson, Jr., Nashville; 3rd, Marjorie
Day,
jorie Day, Thos. Banks, Murray; Princess, Bill Kent, Brentwood;
Wilson, Thomas Banks, Jr., Murray; 4th,
Marion; 3rd, Ronnie
3rd, The Little Princess. Mrs. 2nd, Frankie Volo,
McChesney Princeton; 4th, Jody Lynn Turn- The Little Princess, Mrs. Geo.
Geo. M. Baker, Murray.
Horse and Mule Barn; 3rd, Azoff er, Marion.
M. Baker, Murray.
Best Plantation Saddler, any
Roadster to Bike Stake, 1st,
Peter, Dave Mitchell, HopkinsOpen Model Class, 1st, Pride of
age, any sex. 1st, Katie B., Dr.
a Nation, Mrs. Geo. Kimble, Little Princess, Bill Kent, BrentRalph W. Blazier, Princeton; ville.
Cape Gireadeau, Mo.; 2nd, Ches- wood, Tenn.; 2nd, Frankie Volo, a fall bunch of thrifty PolandFriday Morning
2nd, Billy, J. F. Gregory, MaBest 2 year old and under 3 ter Twigg, Thos. Banks, Jr., Mur- McChesney Horse and Mule China-Burkshire crosses with not
rion; 3rd, Allie Myers, Crayne.
ray; 3rd, Dixie Ball, Henry S. Barn; 3rd, Happy Volo, Husten
Junior Walking Horse, 1st, Sur- (Mules) 1st, Lula Bell, Wylie
a runt in the lot. The buyers
Varnel, Providence.
Murray.
prise Allen, Haynes Haven Stock Jones and Son; 2nd, Minnie McReynolds,
the first pigs were the best
said
1st,
Gaited,
Mule
Race,
1st, Jack, Chas.
Combination 5
Farm, Spring Hill, Tenn.; 2nd, Pearl, Wylie Jones and Son; 3rd,
Little Miss Magic, John Alden Glenn, Princeton; 2nd, Dolly, they had seen in three months,
Miss
Wood,
Wylie
Jones
and
Alabama Allen 410460, McChesRodgers, Nashville;'2nd, Brillant Waymond Etheridge, Fredonia; and they paid Jack 5 cents a
ney Horse and Mule Barn; 3rd, Son.
Artist,
Kimble Stables, Cape 3rd, Kate, Harry Baker, Prince- hundred above the market top.
Best 3 year old and under 4,
Neal's Pride, L. E. Easley, MaMo.; 3rd, Chester ton.
Gireadeau,
(Mules) 1st, J. A. Mulchay enrion.
Twigg, Thos. Banks, Jr., Murtry;
2nd,
A.
J.
Mulchay's
entry;
Amateur, 3 Milted, 1st, Lochray.
Girls Sew to Cut
invar,'Susanne Rogers, Nashville. Oak Grove; 3rd, Dolly, March
ton.
3 Gaited Stake, 1st, Twilight
2 2nd, Silvey Flash, Thomas Banks Henshaw, Henshaw.
Under
Colt
Yearling
"
Cape Cost Of Clothing
t
(Mules) Best 4 year old and Prince, Kimble Stables,
To The Holders'of Elks Home,
Wilma Rosalene Watts, 15Mrs.
Old, lot, Butch, Miss Nan Jr., Murray,
by
ridden
Mo.,
Gireadeau,
Princetcrn, KenIncorporated,
under
1st,
5,
E.
B.
Rust,
HopFat
Al1st,
OakMan's Riding Class,
• Hopkinsville; 2nd,
Geo. Kimbal; 2nd, Lochinvar, year-old 4-H club girl in Mer- tucky, Second Mortgage 5%
kinsville;
Marsh
Polly,
Hen2nd,
Patty 431862, Alvin Lisan- vin Lisanby; 2nd, Bernard Jones. shaw,
Nash- cer county, is helping keep Bonds dated October 1, 1928, Due
Henshaw; 3rd, Mr. Street, Miss Suzanne Rodgers,
Skinny Man's hiding Class,
clothing prices down by doing October 1, 1948:
nceton; 3rd, Rosebud, S.
ville. ,
Cadiz.
1st, Wylie Jones, Rt. 2; 2nd, L. E.
igginton, Crider.
Pride much of the family sewing.
1st,
Stake,
Harness
Five
Persuant to instructions of
(Mules) Best Pair of mules
Colt 6 Easley, Marion; 3rd, A. B. CaneS, Best Suckling
of a Nation, Mrs. Geo. Kimble, Since the first of the year she the Trustees of the Elks Home,
5
under
and
years
Ada
1st,
old,
Lady,
trell.
old and under, 1st,
Cape Gireadeau, Mo.; 2nd, King has made seven dresses for her- Inc., the following Second MortAmateur Fine Harness, 1st, Mable, E. B. Rust, Hopkinsville; Guard, Haynes Haven
Prince, Princeton; 2nd,
Stock self and five for others. Then gage Bonds have been called for
and
T.
Beck
R.
2nd,
Ann,
HumRed Man, McChes. Chief of Triple H. Haley's Hob- phries, Rt. 3, Princeton; 3rd, Pat Farms, Spring Hill, Tenn.; 3rd, she made six slips, five pairs of payment on October 1, 1944:
Numbers 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
Horse and Mule Barns, by Hill Stables, Paragould, Ark.; and Pearl, J. A. Mulchay, Oak Chester Twigg, Thos. Banks, Jr., pajamas, three aprons, a playsuit and two hats. From feed 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25, 32, 45,
ton; 3rd, Kate, Jim Neal, 2nd, Little Miss Magic, John Grove.
Murray.
Alden Rodgers, Nashville, Tenn.;
Princeton.
Walking Horse Stake, 1st, sacks she has made a dozen or 48, 51, 52, 75, 76, 93, 94, 95, 100,
Mules, Best Pair Mules, any
es, Best Yearling Under 3rd, Chester Twisg, Thomas age; 1st Lula Bell and Minnie Greater Glory, Haynes Haven more different items, including 102, 119, 120, 131, 134, and 135.
Interest on the above numberSpring Hill, Tenn.; tea towels, luncheon sets, dressYears Old; 1st, Betty, M. Banks, Murray.
Pearl, Wylie Jones and Son; 2nd, Stock Farms,
Thursday Night
King of Haven, Haynes er covers and. vanity set. Wilma, ed bonds ceases on that date.
'Warns, Hopkinsville; 2nd,
2nd,
Humphries,
Beck
and
Ann, E. T.
for payment
Local Model Class, 1st, Alice,
Haven Stoat Farms, Spring Hill, who will be a sophomore in Please present
M, G. Williams, HopkinsE. B. Rust, Hopkinsville; 2nd, Rt. 3, Princeton.
3rd, Grey John Princess, high school this year, is a mem- promptly.
Tenn.;
Mules, Best Single Mule, any
Kent, Brentwod, Tenn.; 4th, ber of the Salvisa 4-H club, of
Draft Type Mare or Geld- Sweet Sue, Miss Nan Tippin;
age, 1st, Lula Bell, Wylie Jones Bill
y age, 1st, Mable M. G. Hopkinsville; 3rd, Lady Ester, and Son, Rt. 2; 2nd, Minnie Neal's Pride, L. E. Easley, Ma- which her mother is the leader. FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Hopkinsville; 2nd, Dol- Miss Alma Petty, Hopkinsville.
rion.
Princeton, Kentucky
Son, Rt.
Best Lady Rider, Doris Roll, Pearl, Wylie Jones and
The first zoological garden was
5 Gaited Stake, 1st, Pride of
TRUSTEE
yhe Jones and son; 3rd,
J. A. Mulchey.
Pat,
3rd,
2;
1100
Hopabout
Petty,
Alma
2nd,
China
in
Elkton;
The Nation, Mrs. Geo. Kimble, established
Man's Mama, MeChesRunning
Fastest
Race,
Mule
kinsville; 3rd, Miss Betty OverCape Gireadeau, Mo.; 2nd, Little B. C.
orse and Mule Barnes.
Mule, any age, 1st, Red, Shellie
r
a
Pair Draft Type Mares by, Princeton.
01 0/ :I ' ' ''
,",' .11
,` 010 f'
Starlight,
Princeton;•2nd,
Patton,
Open 3 Gaited, 1st, Twilight
dings, Jaunita Ada and
Madisonville; 3rd,
Babb,
E.
B.
Eva, Dr. L. E. Nichols, Prince, Kimbel Stables, Cape Gray Mule, Harry Baker.
ton; 2nd, Blondita and Girardeau Mo., ridden by Paul
Friday Afternoon
Wylie Jones and son, Rt. Raines; 2nd, Miss Triple H. HaPulling Contest, Light Weight
ley's Hobby Stables, Paragould,
Mules, 1st, Rock and Lightning
Jenney, any age, 1st, Sat- Ark.; 3rd, Lochinvar, Miss Su- owned by Chas. Ratliff, PrinceTenn.
Nashville,
Rodgers,
zanne
C. McConnell and Son, R.
ton; 2nd, Pete and Pat, owned
Best Gentleman Rider; 1st,
ceton; 2nd, Susana, H. C.
by D. W. Satterfield; 3rd, Molly
ell. 3rd, Big Mandy, H. Robt. Williams, Rt. 3, Fredonia; and Liz, owned by Street and
3rd,
Marion;
Runyan,
Pat
2nd,
Son.
and
onnell
Noel, Cadiz.
Jack Any Age, 1st, Red L. E. Easley, Marion.
Contest, medium
Pulling
Stalor
Gelding
Mare,
Gaited
5
H. C. McConnell and Son;
weight mules, 1st, Red and Ball,
35431,
Dare
eavy John, H. C. McCon- lion, any age; 1st, A
owned by Shellie Patton, Princeand Son; 3rd, Andy 35086, Alvin Lisanby, 2nd, Elizabeth, ton; 2nd, Jack and Queen, owned
Rex,
3rd,
Leech,;Prineeton;
T.
J.
Mule
and
Horses
,sney
by Wilson Glenn, Princeton.
Miss Nan Tippin, hopkinsvile.
Pulling Contest, medium
Greater
Horse,
Walking
Open
Stallion Any Age, 1st,
horses , 1st, Dan and
weight
Stock
McChesney Glory, Haynes Haven
Morgan,
owned by Eugene DorGeorge,
and Mule Barns; 2nd, Farms, Spring Hill, Tenn., rid- roh, Crayne; 2nd, Betty and
2nd,
Haynes,
Jack
Col.
by
den
Lisanby.
Alvin
do Allen,
Lady, owned by J. W. Jones,
King of Haven, Haynes- Haven
irsday Afternoon
Hopkinsville.
Tenn.,
Hill,
Spring
Farms,
Girl Rider, under 18 Stock
Pulling Contest, heavy weights,
of age; 1st, John Chilton 3rd, Grey John Princess, Bill 1st, Queen and Don, owned by
on; 2nd, Tommy Glenn; Kent, Brentwood, Tenn.
Woody Easley, Marion; 2nd,
Best Saddle Mule, any age;
mud Jones, Jr.
Rock and Ross, owned by D. W.
Princeton;
Jones,
William
1st,
Girl Rider, under 18
Satterfield; 3rd, Molly and Cora,
of age; 1st, Judy Pruett; 2nd, Ruby, Alvin Lisardity; 3rd, owned by Smith and Wilson,
Princeton.
Asy Horn; 3rd, Nancy Dee Red, Shellie Patton,
Cadiz.
-Open 5 Gaited, 1st, Brilliant
Champion Pullers-Mules, 1st,
Cape
Stables,
Kimbel
Artist,
or
ng Mare, Gelding
Rock and Lightning, owned by
Paul
by
ridden
Mo.,
Girardeau,
^. any age, 1st, Alabama
Chas. Ratliff, Princeton; driver,
410460, McChesney Horse Harries; 2nd.'Black Arrow, John Diamond Dooley.
3rd
ule Barns; 2nd,, Katie B., A. Rodgers, Nashville, Tenn,
Friday Night
:ph W. Blazier, Princeton, Marjorie Day, Thos. Banks, Jr.
Pony Class to Be Shown by
White Rambler, Frank Murray,' ridden by Miss Betty Boy Rider Linder 12 years, 1st,
Blake, of Murray.
Cadiz.
Harness Ring, Best Driv- Combination 3 Gaited, 1st, Twiggy Mare, Gelding or light Prince, Kimbel Stables,
any age; 1st, Frankie Cape Girardeau, Mo., ridden by
McChesney Horse and Paul Raines; 2nd, Lochinvar,
2nd, Flounce, Dean- Miss Suzanne Hedgers, NashRt. 3, Fredonia; 3rd, ville.
Open Fine Harnesss, 1st, Pride
,a-an, John C. Harralson,
of a Nation, Kimbel Stables,
Girardeau, Mo., Paul
cur 5 Gaited, 1st, Little Cape
Raines, driver; 2nd, Chester
Twigg, Thomas Banks, Jr., Muristrator's Notice
Persons knowing them- ray, Ky., Frank Blake, driver;
to be indebted to the es- 3rd, King's Guard, Haynes HaT. A. Bugg, deceased ven Stock Farm, Spring Hill,

"Mortgage Policy"
Mark Cunningham, Agt.
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
W. Market St.

Phone 81

5 PEPSI...

Island City. N. P.
PIM- Cohn Company, Long
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company

."

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

ase come forward and
r accounts at once; and
s having claims against
estate will present
or payment within 60
this notice.
J. D. Bugg,
Administrator. a24-3t

first introduction
should tell you
WHY

SLACKRAUGHT
is a
STRING LAXATIVE
over the South

IF I had known that some Americans would be using pockets
to hold all the extra money they're making these days I never
would have invented them.
good places to keep hands warm.
Pockets are good places to hold keys ... and
loose change for carfare and newspapers.
OCKETS are

p

But pockets are no place for any kind of money
except actual expense money these days.
The place-the only place-for money above
living expenses is in War Bonds.

Princeton, Ky.

Bonds buy education for your kids.
Bonds buy things you'll need later-tfiat you
can't buy now.
Bonds buy peace of mind-knowing that your
money is in the fight
Reach into the pocket I invented. Thke out all
that extra cash. Invest it in interest-bearing War

Bonds.

Bonds buy bullets for soldiers.

You'll make me very happy if you do.

Bonds buy security for your old age,

You'll be happy too,

Use ORly HDiteded

WAR BINS ta.Elm and ta
This Advertisement Sponsored By:
KY. RENDERING WORKS

PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY
CORNICK OIL CO.
PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION

SULA AND ELIZA NALL

SERVICE INS. AGENCY

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

REFINERY SALES COR.
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Dewey To Meet
Ky. GOP readers

Roosevelt To Deliver
Political Speech Sept. 23

,

Hospital News

Thursday, Au.guit 31

McChesney Thanks
All Fair Helpers

Washington, (AP)—President
Jimmie Harper, 7, Fredonia,
Roosevelt said Tuesday he would Route 1, is seriously Ill, from an
make his first political speech appendectomy.
the campaign in Washington,
Gene Young Sent To
Glenn Stalling was dismissed Mr. G. M. Pedley, Editor,
Capt. Ralph Cash Gets
Candidate Will Speak of
the evening of September 23 be- Wednesday.
Sheppard Field, Texas
The Princeton Leader,
New Army Assignment
Louisvill
In
Friday,
e
fore
group
a
which will be
Mrs. Edgar Hiett returned to Princeton, Ky.
Pvt. Raleigh E. Young, Jr.,
Captain Ralph L. Cash, son
organized by Daniel Tobin, pres- her home In Dawson Springs
Sept. 8
Dear Frie'hd:
son of Raleigh Young, Wash- of Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cash,
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey will ident of the International Bro- Tuesday after treatment.
I desire to take this means of
ington street, has been trans- West Main
therhood of Teamsters (AFL.)
street, has been as- take time
Nickell, Green street, expressin
W.
A.
g my grateful thanks
out during his Septemferred from Ft. Benjamin Hat- signed
Tuesday.
dismissed
was
as a member of the ber 8 visit to Louisville
and appreciation to all those
to meet
rison, Ind., to Sheppard Field,
condition
The
Mrs.
Laban
of
who helped to make our recent
at the with Republican State officials
Texas, for basic training. He is permanent personnel
Kevil is unchanged.
Caldwell County Fair and Horse
a graduate of the 1943 class of Army Ground and Service Forces and Republician nominees for
hospital, authorized in a bill pass- Show a success.
Redistribution Station at Miami Congress
Butler High School,
at the Brown Hotel
Especially to the merchants
• • •
Beach, Fla. Before entering the Charles G. Middleton,
ed at the 1944 session of the
chairman
and other civic minded citizens
service, Captain Cash was a of the general committee, anVeteran Of S. Pacific
Legislatur
backing
with
the
of
e
(Con(inued from Page One)
whose cash donations Made it
physician. He became a member nounced Tuesday.
Visits Parents Here
Clifton Hollowell, Elks Lodge, the State Medical Association and possible for us to put on this
George Edward Wilson, phar- of the Armed Forces June 29,
Highlight of Dewey's visit will W. L. Mayes, James
individuals,
Dollar, C. J. many interested
event in Princeton, do I want to
macist mate, 1-c, S. S. San 1942, and served 2 years in be his public address at the JefBishop, Hugh Cherry, Rudy will be presented to the proper say a hearty thank you.
Australia,
Caledonia
Francisco, spent several days
New
, Guad- ferson County Armory at 8 p.m., Cantrell,
authoritie
by
s
State
Linton
Dr.
Citizens Ice Co., Elbert
I will not attempt to single
which is to be radiocast from 8:
here last week with his parents, alcanal and New Zealand.
McCaslin, Russell Lumber Yard, today.
• • •
out any of those who gave so
30 to 9 p.m. over a national hookMr. and Mrs. E. R. Wilson, Hopwhether
Asked
bringing
many
Caldwell County Times, Joe and
up. His talks with the State ofkinsville Road. He participated James Lee Beck Is
tubercular patients into the com- generously of their time and efKelsey Cummins, Pr in ce ton
ficials and the candidates will
munity, to be treated in a State forts to the many details of
in several major battles in the At Emory & Henry College
Hotel,
Henrietta
Holel, Dr. B. L. hospital, would
endanger health staging the horse show because
South Pacific recently, and has
James Lee Beck, 1.1SNR, is be in the afternoon.
Keeney.
Several others who
The candidate's first appearof residents of Princeton, Dr. so many helped so effectively.
Henry
been awarded the Purple Heart. attending Emory and
could not be reached at the time Linton
answered in the negative. Without this cooperation, our
His wife, who has been living College, at Emory, Va., getting ance will be before the National
of solicitation are expected to
He said the hospital, if located show would have been impossiat Ft. Collins, Col., accompanied special training. He is the son Federation of Women's Repubmake pledges, Mr. Pogrotsky here, would
take tubercular ble.
of Mr. and Mrs. James T. Beck, lican Clubs, which will be in
him here.
said.
• • •
patients off the streets and seThank you,
West Main street, and was a convention It Louisville. FolOptioned Sites Priced
gregate them where they would (Signed)
Completes Boot Training
member of the 1944 graduating lowing this address, Dewey will
not be hazard to others. He said B. H. McChesney, President,
Donald Brasher, U.S.N., has class at Butler High. He volun- hold a press conference at the From $1,750 To $3,750
Options defintely
obtained, patients of the hospital would be Caidwell County Fair and
completed his "boot training" teered for the Navy in March Brown.
It was said that 15,000 out-of- numbering four, call for land to kept in bed, in wheel chairs and, Horse Show.
at Great Lakes, Ill, and is and entered the college July 1.
town invitations have been is- be purchased at prices ranging when able, allowed to be up but
• • •
spending a furlough with his
from $1750 to $3750, Dr. Linton not on the hospital grounds.
sued for the Armory address.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil T-5 Frederick Hayes Is
said Wednesday. Two other sities
The community would be beneBrasher, Fredonia.
Sent To Camp Breckinridge the Friendshipp community.
are under consideration. The sites fited by having facilities here to
• • •
• • •
T-5 Frederick Hayes has been
being considered are located on enable physicians to get tuber(Continued from Page One)
Kermit Lowery At Home
transferred from Virginia Mili- Ensign Press Adamson
the Hopkinsville road, the Daw- culin tests made on their patients. by Col. Jim Haynes, Haynes
Pvt. Kermit Lowery is visit- tary Institute, Lexington, Va., Visits Parents
son Springs road, the Cadiz road, Otherwise, he said, local doctors Haven Stock Farms, Spring Hill,
At Crider
ing his grandmother, Mrs. F.4 to Camp Breckinridge. He spent
Ensign Press Adamson is on the Marion highway and the Wil- would have nothing to
do with Tenn. This fine animal world's
Lowery and other relatives in last week-end with his parents, leave visiting his parents,
Mr. son' Warehouse'road.-The State the State hospital:
champion of the mare division at
Fredonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Hayes, of and Mrs. Press Adamson, Crider. committee has advised that 20 to
Present at Saturday night's Shelbyville, Tenn., in last year's
He is being transferred from 30 acres of well drained land, meeting and voting unanimously show, delighted the crowds at
with native trees, on or adjacent to make the campagin were: night performances and won,
Norfolk, Va., to Flint, Mich.
• • •
to a well paved highway and on Mayor W. L. Cash, Councilm
en easily, the open and stake events.
or near the city water lines is Conway Lacey, Hugh Blackburn King of Haven, also from the
Sgt. Charles Gates Was
,
necessary. Each of the plots under Tom Hammond, Mr. and Mrs.
With Pre-Invasion Troops
D. Haynes Farms, was second in the
Sgt. Charles W. Gates, Route consideration is said to meet these E. Tudor, American Legion and champtionship stake; Grey John's
5, was a member of a parachute requirements.
Auxiliary; Chas. P. Brooks, Alton Princess, Brentwood, Tenn., was
The campagin here orginated Templeton and A. D. Smith, third, and Neal's Pride, L.
I have recently sold my farm, 5 miles south infantry regiment which captur- Saturday
E.
night at a meeting of Rotary Club; Merle Drain, R. S. Easley, Marion, was fourth. The
ed Ste. Mere Eglise in Normandy
of Princeton, near Eddy Creek Church.
presidents
of
civic
clubs, min- Gregory, Jewell Creasey and G. walking horse classes were well
three hours before Allied landing
forces touched the beachhead on isters, Mayor W. L. Cash and M. Pedley, Kiwanis Club; Mrs. liked by the spectators.
others
hurriedly invited to be Paul Cunningham and Mrs. Chas. The three-gaited stake was won
D-Day, it has been announced
present at the Elks Club, to de- Curry, PTA; Mrs. Harry Blades, by Twilight Prince, Mrs.
George
from the European Theater of
cide whether Princeton should Jr., Legion Auxiliary Mrs
;
Alvin Kimble, Cape Giraudeau, Mo.;
Operations Headquarters.
try for the hospital. Dr. F. T. Lisanby, Legion; Grayson
,ochinvar
, Suzanne Rogers, NashHarat 9:30 a.m. at this farm, I offer the following
Linton was chosen president of ralson, Billie Gresham and
Sam ville, second.
Norman BraWey Gets
the
organizat
ion
formed
then, Koltinsky, Elks
The five-gaited stake was capproperty for sale:
Club; Saul
Medical Discharge
with Alvin Lisanby vice presi- Pogrotsky find Noah
Cameron, tured by Pride of the Nation,
Norman Bromley who has dent and Mrs. Alvin
Lisanby, sec- Retail Merchants Association, Mrs.
George Kimble,
4 Jersey cows
Cape
been stationed at Great Lakes, retary. Appointm
ent of the two C. J. White, Commerical Club; Gireaudeau, Mo., with Little Miss
III.. since he joined the Navy in committees 4)1lowed
1 cow with young calf
and the and Dr. F. T. Linton.
Magic, owned and ridden by
June, has been given a medical campagin for hinds was
1 white-faced heifer
successSuzanne Rogers, Nashville, secdischarge and has returned ully concluded Wednesday mornThere are more than 100 gey- ond; Marjorie Day, Thos. Banks,
2 mules
home. He is a son of Mr. and ing.
sers and 4,000 hot springs in Jr., Murray, third, and The Little
Mrs. C. L. Bromley, S. Seminary
Princeton's bid for the State Yellowstone National
1 wagon
Princess, Mrs. George Baker,
pa:k.
street, and is a graduate of the
Murray, fourth.
1 set wagon harness
1944 class of Butler High School.
Winners of all events of the
1 McCormick-Deering mowing machine
• • •
horse and mule show appear on
Corporal Charles Young is
'age 7 of this issue of The Leader
1 John Deere, one-row planter with
visiting relatives in Fredonia.
and winners of the agricultural
fertilizer attachment
events will be published next
1 hay rake
week.
Streame

To prevent waste in glass jars
Add an
interesting
of shorting, pet the jar when devilled eggs
by -.
empy
in
warm
a
place or lemon or lime
nearly
juices with
in aapan if hot water and let the yolk mixture.
Or
rest of the fat melt. It can then minced parsley, uge
tiny,
be poured in a shallow container. chovy paste,
...................r
.............................................„

Property For Sale

funds Pledged In
Quick Campaign

Big Crowds Attend

Auction Sale!
Monday, Sept. 4th

Dade Park Races

1 hay frame
1 disc harrow
1 A-harrow
1 No. 11 Vulcan
1 Rastus
1 double shovel
1 cream separator
1 heatrola

HENRY CAVANAH, Owner
Byrd Guess, Auctioneer
1

r Idlewild
Coming To Kuttawa

The excursion steamer Idlewild, whose river trips have proven popular during the summer
months, is coming to this vicinity tor the first time in several
years for a moonlight excursion
Thursday, Sept. 7, leaving Kut'tawa at 8:30 and return at 11:45
P. M.

Overturned Lacquer Causes
Fire Alarm; Damage Slight

A bucket of lacquer which
overturned and was ignited by
an electric spark cause a fire in
the general repair shop of James
Spurlock, Madisonville street,
Tuesday afternoon. The blaze
was extinguished by Mr. Spurlock before arrival of the fire
truck, he said. Damage was
slight.
Cereal served with fresh fruit
and cold milk makes a satisfying
lunch, or even a nice cool dessert

Closing Features Saturday and Monday

A. M. Fisher Handicap—Saturday, Sept. 2 for Purse
of $1,200 for two-yoar-olds at Six furlongs.

Labor Day Handicap — Saturday, Sept.4

When cooking snap beans for
dinner, plan on having enough
left over to be chilled in the
refrigerator and used in a salad
a day or two later. They are
especially good served with a
bacon dressing.

for purse of $1,200 for three-year-olds and upward at
at one and one-eighth miles,
SEVEN OTHER RACES ON EACH DAY'S PRORAM

One 354 acre tract, 4 miles S. of
Fredonia, one 7
brick dwelling, one 3 room frame dwelling, 2 batni
80x42, the other 50x40. The land in high state
of culti
Well watered, good fences. $18,500.00.
5 acre tract on Marion highway, one mile
Ina
limits, nice new modern dwelling, rock v,.neerect
water and furnace. 84,500.00.

C. A. Woodall
Insurance and Real Estate
Princeton.

.....111

The Office of War Information is campo
ing more vigorously than last year in an
to encourage fuel conservation. The coal s
tion is serious . . . we start this coming
with at least a deficit of 38,000,000 tom
coal. The coal shortage is brought about by
creased demands caused by conversion
other types of fuel, by industries producing
materials and by the military forces them
The mines are losing thousands of men to
Armed Services, thereby depleting mine form
Our job is to save fuel of all types.
public must have a full understanding of
problem and do something about it or go
The Government has gone all out to help re
the situation. It is encouraging insulation
homes. The home owner is offered a 36budget plan . . . with the first payment del
till November 1, 1944.
Steps taken now to "winterize"
greater comfort and fuel economy next wi
and if insulation is installed now the home
er gets the benefit of a cooler home during
summer months.
We have the latest blown equipment.
For additional information drop a curd to-

West Kentucky Roofing
(0. Berkley, Owner)
Paducah, Kentucky

Avalon Sandwich Cookies

Post Time First Race Saturday and Labor 2:30.

A most delicious treat, good with peaches and other
fruit, also dandy for
boxes and mighty good to eat by themselves.
lb. bulk

Track Three Miles From EVanaville, Five From

Cocoa Nut

Henderson

PUFF CAKES
Kitchen

Dade Park Jockey Club
(Incorporated)

KLENZER,

lb. 29(
can 6c, 3 cans 11(

Scott County Condensed

TOMATO SOUP

No. 2 can 10It

Son-E Tex

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE No. 2 can 13it
grapefruit

made in Texas from sun-ripened

American Beauty, with tomato
sauce 1lait

PORK & BEANS

out EFFORT

,F NITHOUTattin FATIGUE!
Don't let ill-fitting shoes slow
down your war efforts.
The wise man selects
comfortable shoes.
Princeton Shoe Co.
shoes provide not only
an abundance of corn.
fort ... but extra weer
and smart appearance.
Invest your shoe dollars
wisely. We will gladly
angst you.

"If You Could Only Cook"
As Easily As

"You Can Sew"
If you can't find your way to a
man's heart via his stomach—
you'd better try the art of looking
stunning in clothes you make
yourself, and then telling him
how much you save a seasont
Thrift is a feminine virtue today
as it was in mother's and (grandma's) day—so make home sewing
the way to your man's heart.

We have a complete line
of New York Patterns for making those materials.

$3.95 to $10

Princeton Shoe Co.

The Lillie F. Murphy
Store

LI.

29(

MATCHES
6 box orton
Eagle Brand Condensed
MILK
15 oz. can 19(
Dolly Adams Chocolate
SYRUP 16 oz. jar 13c, 2 for 25(
Band picked
NAVY BEANS
10 lbs.

75(

Fresh
SAUER KRAUT, 2qt. 32 oz. jar
(fine with frankfurters or oeisent
Broadcast—good to eat

REDI MEAT
12 oz. can
Red Devil Red Pickle
PEPPERS
bottle 9c, 3 for
Today's—regular or drip

COFFEE,
1 lb. glass jar
Tin Plate Shoulder, 1 piece sanitary
MASON JAR CAPS,
doz.
Webster's Fancy—No. Z, 1S-oz. can

TOMATO JUICE

Can

Salad Bowl

SALAD DRESSING

pt. jar

Giant

POPPED WHEAT 8 oz. pkg.
Brand
JELLY
12 oz. glass
Farm

All kinds of supples for preservi
ng or pickling, spices, sugars, vinegars,
jar rings, acids, etc.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

YELLOW ONIONS
--_
Extra itaa for boiling, fine for
or—PiCiiing7i;;;-i;;;iii;;;;-hi°
ew
until you don't have them. Buy Elena now.
-

al.
bP
arl

9g

Nancy Halls or Ports Rica*

SWEET POTATOES
Fancy Grimes Golden

APPLES bushel $3.99,
All alias

Sold Exclusively by

17 oz. jar

Searchlight—large box 5e

LEMONS
4o.ute By MILEY and

Phone 54

POTATOES 10 lbs. 49c,
-California—aloe shoe
lb.
ORANGES
Michigan
stalk
CELERY

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables,
fresh meats. More for your Money all the thsi

RED FRONT
CA

"Fine Eihoes—Fittad By.,X-Ray",
10-

SH et CARRY STORES

